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Abstract: Background: Lung cancer is placed in the first place as the most cause of cancer death in men and third in women in 

Indonesia, and are highly linked with smoking habit. Adenocarcinoma is the most common non-small cell carcinoma and divided into 

adenocarcinomas with mutations and adenoracinomas without mutations which lead to different treatment option. Case: A male patient 

in his 60s was come with chief complaint pain sensation in his right chest wall along with breath difficulty. A solid mass was found 

from CT-Scan. He then undergo trans-thoracal needle aspiration biopsy and the result was suggesting to non-small cell lung 

carcinoma, gene mutation test using Next-generation sequencing (NGS) then done with no mutation were found from the sample. 

Conclusion: Multiple genes alteration can be detected at once by using NGS, this test helps in a condition where minimal tissue sample 

were obtained. Chemotherapy is therapeutic choice in wild-type adenocarcinoma.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Lung cancer globally has been the most cause of cancer 

burden and death. In 2018, lung cancer contribute up to 12% 

of total cancer cases, around 2.1 million new cases
1
 and 

estimated for 1.76 millions death or 18.4% of cancer death
2
. 

In Indonesia, lung cancer placed first as the most cause of 

cancer death in men and third in women. 
3
 Environmental 

and life style especially smoking have been associated with 

the lung cancer incidence estimated around 85-90% of lung 

cancer, other factors include genetics, chronic lung disease, 

and exposure to hazard such as radon. 
4, 5

 Lung cancer is 

categorized into two major groups: non-small cell lung 

carcinoma (NSCLC) which account for 85% of total lung 

cancer cases, and small cell lung cancer (SCLC) that 

contribute to 15% cases. Non-small cell lung carcinoma are 

divided into adenocarcinoma (35-40%), squamous cell 

carcinoma or SqCC (25-30%) and large cell carcinoma (10-

15%) 
6
.  

 

Adenocarcinoma is the most common non-small cell 

carcinoma, this carcinoma grows from alveolar cells from 

the small airway epihelium and located mostly in peripheral. 
4, 7

 Based on genetic drive, adenocarcinoma can be divided 

into Adenocarcinoma with mutations and adenoracinomas 

without mutations or wild type this mutation will lead to 

different therapy.
3
 Cough, dyspnea and chest pain are 

common symptoms of lung cancer, usually present in late 

stage, other symptoms may related to location of metastasis 

or tumor location.
4
 

 

In managing patient with lung cancer, multidisciplinary 

approach are essential, locating tumor position and spread 

using imaging modalities are needed to determined staging 

and choose what procedure will be used to obtain a tissue 

samples, transthoracic needle aspiration biopsy with CT 

guiding usually used if the tumor is located in the peripheral. 

Histopathological examination and molecular testing are 

essential to establish the diagnosis and choosing the 

treatment. 
4, 8, 9

 

Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) gene mutation 

status had an essential prognostic in Adenocarcinoma patient 

as patient with EGFR mutation are sensitiv to targeted 

therapies and longer their progression free survival 

compared to thus in patient without EGFR mutation. 
10

 This 

report will discuss about patient with adenocarcinoma 

without EGFR mutation.  

 

2. Case Report 
 

A male patient in his 60s was come after referred from 

secondary-care hospital with chief complaint pain sensation 

in his right chest wall along with breath difficulty, this 

complain was started since three months before he came. He 

also complained a general weakness with decreased body 

weight and appetite. From history taking, there was no 

similar symptoms on family, patient denied any past history 

of diseases, he was a smoker since 40 years ago. Patient still 

able to do daily activities but limited because of the pain 

(performance score: 1). On general examination, patient was 

compos mentis, respiratory rate was 22 times per minutes, 

heart rate showed 96 times per minutes, blood pressure was 

136/88 mmHg and oxygen saturation on 96% room air, the 

pain scale was 7/10.  

 

A Thorax CT-scan with contrast were ordered (Figure 1.) 

and showed an irregular speculated solid mass with central 

necrotic 7.8 x 8.4 x 7.4 cm in size on the superior lobe of 

right lung attached on parietal part of pleura and superior 

mediastinum surrounded by pneumonitis reaction. There are 

also multiple lymphadenopathy on the paratrachea and 

paraaortic 1.2 x 4 cm in size with no lesions in bones and 

hepar. The staging based on the result suggestive to 

T4N3M0 (IIIC).  

 

After the size and location of mass were found, trans-

thoracal needle aspiration biopsy was prepared to earn 

sample for histopathological examination in order to 

establish the diagnosis, the biopsy was done under CT-

guiding and the result was suggesting to non-small cell lung 

carcinoma likely an adenoracinoma (Figure 2.).  
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Figure 1: Thorax CT-Scan 

 

Molecular testing then ordered after the adenocarinoma 

diagnose were established to find out if there any genes 

mutation that could differ the treatment planning, Next-

Generation Sequencing (NGS) were used to detect any 

mutation in ALK, KRAS, BRAF, RET, EGFR, ROS1, 

NRAS, ERBB2, TP53 and the result was No Mutation were 

detected from the sample.  

 

 
Figure 2: The biopsy sample’s smear 

 

While waiting for the molecular testing result, patient 

received symptomatic medicine including double 

combination of pain killer. The patient then referred to 

quaternary-leveled care hospital to received chemotherapy 

after the molecular result was done.  

 

3. Discussion  
 

Most of lung cancer patient are diagnosed in late stage 

where available therapeutic option is narrow and metastasis 

process may have been spread so it does have a poor 

prognosis. 
1, 9

 Adenocarcinoma is estimated dominating the 

total cases of lung cancer with 40% of the cases, it originate 

from alveolar cells from smaller airway lining cell. 
4
 The 

treatment of adenocarcinoma is depend on its stage and 

driver mutations status, 
4
 the staging was determine using 

the new eight (8
th

) edition of TNM classification. 
9, 11

 In the 

cases, a solid mass 7.8 x 8.4 x 7.4 cm sized was found which 

is classified as T4, there are also multiple lymphadenopathy 

on the paratrachea and paraaortic 1.2 x 4 cm in size on both 

lungs and count for N3 with no sign of lytic or blastic in 

bones and no seen new lesions in liver. Based on 8
th 

of TNM 

staging, this patient is grouped as IIIC. 
11

 

 

Adenocarcinoma was divided into adenocarcinoma with 

mutation and without mutations. 
3
Therefore, in handling 

adenocarcinoma patient, clinically significant biomarker 

should be tested as it does affect the treatment, 
9
 this make 

tissue availability is fundamental in diagnostic process as a 

lot of biomarker needed to be tested within a minimal 

sample from biopsy, therefore proper tissue sample handing 

is critical. 
12

 Next-Generation Sequencing or NGS is a 

molecular diagnostic tools which can detect multiple 

alteration of relevant genes at once and could helped in a 

condition where minimal tissue were earned. 
13

 Based on 

NCCN guidelines, EGFR mutation along with ALK, KRAS, 

ROS1, BRAF, RET, ERBB2, PD-L1, METex14, 

NTRK1/2/3 are tested in Adenocarcinoma advanced stage 

which were tested by using NGS in the case with the result 

were no mutation were found.  

 

Most common mutation faced in adenocarcinoma is EGFR 

mutation, this mutation is mostly found in asian female with 

no smoking history, 
6
 while wild type adenocarcinoma or 

adenocarcinoma without EGFR mutation are mostly in men 

with smoking history
3
 just like patient in the case.  

 

EFGR or epidermal growth factor receptor is a protein that 

plays important role in tumorigenesis as it taking role in cell 

growth and death. The new modalities that target this gene 

(EGFR-TKI) shows a great progress of treatment, however, 

in wild type patient, they are not sensitive to EGFR-TKI. 
10

 

Chemotherapy is therapeutic choice in wild-type patient, 

platinum based in combination with antimetabolites such as 

permetrexed and pembrolizumab are the first line of 

chemotherapy. 
3, 4, 14

 Patient was referred to quaternary-care 

hospital to seek for chemotherapy.  

 

4. Conclusions 
 

The treatment of adenocarcinoma is depend on its stage and 

driver mutations status, the 8
th

 edition of TNM staging were 

used to determine stage of cancer while molecular testing 

need to be done to find out mutation status of patient. 

Chemotherapy is therapeutic choice in wild-type 

adenocarcinoma, where platinum based combined with 

permetrexed and pembrolizumab are the first line of 

chemotherapy.  
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